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What distinguishes a patent on a software innovation from patents on other kinds of 
innovations? While the question may appear esoteric at first glance, it is the crucial first step in 
any empirical study of software patents. The policy debate over software patents––whether they 
should be allowed at all, what should qualify, and whether they are used to block or encourage 
innovation––has been raging for quite some time on both sides of the Atlantic. Patent reform has 
important policy implications because changes to the intellectual property protection system 
could affect the rate of innovation, especially in rapidly evolving fields such as software. 
Meaningful contributions to this debate should be rooted in firm empirical analysis, as opposed 
to individual anecdotes.  
 
In this paper, I examine the definitional choices made thus far by the emerging empirical 
literature on software patenting and explore the implications of those choices. The emphasis here 
is on how the definition selected can affect the conclusions made. I find that different definitions 
do lead to datasets with distinct characteristics. While no one definition emerges as clearly 
“right”, some methods appear better than others. Much more empirical research on software 
patenting is needed to inform intellectual property policy decisions, and that research should 
begin by justifying the definition chosen. 
   1
Defining Software Patents: 




“What's in a name? That which we call a rose 
By any other word would smell as sweet.” 




Software patents have little in common with roses. No unmistakable characteristics 
identify them when we call them by other names. And what some scholars call a software patent, 
others are likely to disagree with. The one thing that does seem to be agreed upon is that 
identifying software patents is difficult to do. In this paper, I examine the definitional choices 
facing software patent researchers and explore the implications of those choices.  
This issue matters not just as an academic curiosity, but more importantly, it could have 
significant implications for empirical analysis and the conclusions drawn. The policy debate over 
software patents has been quite strident in recent years. Software patents are uniquely positioned 
to attract such attention. The field is relatively new and did not fit easily into existing patent 
categories at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) when it first emerged in the 1970s. 
More importantly, software can be viewed as an input rather than an end product, distinguishing 
it from other emerging technologies, such as biotechnology. Software cannot function on its 
own, but instead interacts with many other technologies, from PCs to assembly line machinery to 
automobiles. For these reasons, software was initially foreclosed from patenting altogether.
1 A 
series of U.S. court cases began to open the doors to patenting software innovations in the 
1980s,
2 and the controversy has grown ever since. 
                                                 
1 Software was originally viewed as an algorithm, akin to a natural law or mathematical function, and thus was 
statutorily excluded from patenting. See the introductory chapter in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN FRONTIER 
INDUSTRIES: SOFTWARE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY (Robert W. Hahn ed., AEI-Brookings Press 2005) for a brief tour of 
the convoluted history of software intellectual property protection. 
2 See, e.g., Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63, 65 (1972); Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 185 (1981); In re 
Alappat, 33 F.3d 1526, 1537 (1994); Lotus Development Corporation v. Borland International, Inc., 49 F.3d 807 
(1st Cir. 1995); State Street Bank & Trust Co. v. Signature Financial Group, Inc., 149 F.3d 1368 (1998); AT&T v. 
Excel Communications, 172 F.3d 1352 (1999).   2
Some opponents have suggested that software patents be banned altogether. That option 
is improbable for the United States, given USPTO decisions, court rulings, and recent patent 
reform legislation efforts that could guarantee software patenting in the long term by addressing 
important quality concerns.
3 Even in Europe, where the patent policy debate is in a more 
formative phase, a number of software patents already have been issued, with more coming each 
year.
4 The more relevant criticisms, then, revolve around the validity, quality, scope, and breadth 
of those software patents that are issued. Evaluating these criticisms on the basis of facts, as 
opposed to anecdotes or opinions, would be a step in the right direction for the software patent 
debate. 
A handful of economists have conducted empirical analyses on issues of substance for 
software patents. However, each study employs a different definition for what qualifies as a 
software patent. This is not surprising since defining software itself––let alone software as 
described in a patent––is so difficult. As a matter of choice, some technologies can be 
implemented in software, firmware,
5 or hardware. Moreover, as technology evolves techniques 
that once required hardware can now be accomplished with software, making software patent 
definitions a moving target.
6  
While the difficulties are not surprising, the variation in software patent definitions in the 
emerging empirical literature is important and raises a number of questions. Are existing 
empirical studies at all comparable? What patents do these studies actually examine? What 
strengths and weaknesses do the various definitions entail? Are some definitions better suited to 
answering certain questions as opposed to others? And finally, what effect might the patent 
definition employed have on a study’s conclusions?  
I attempt to answer these questions. I make no pretense of knowing what the definition of 
a software patent should be; in fact, I doubt a perfect definition exists. Instead, the focus is on 
                                                 
3 The Patent Reform Act of 2005 was submitted to Congress on June 8, 2005. If passed, it would create a process by 
which patents could be challenged without a formal trial. The other major reform included in the proposed bill is a 
switch from patent awards going to the “first to invent” to “first to file”, in line with other countries. See Declan 
McCullagh,  A Fix for a Broken Patent System, ZDNET  NEWS,  at  http://news.zdnet.com/2100-9588_22-
5737961.html?tag=zdfd.newsfeed.   
4 Tom Yager, Software Patents Set Sail; Of all the American Ideas to Import, Europe Picks This?, INFOWORLD 
DAILY NEWS, (Oct. 6, 2003), at http://www.infoworld.com/article/03/10/03/39OPcurve_1.html. 
5 Webopedia.com defines firmware as follows: “Software (programs or data) that has been written onto read-only 
memory (ROM). Firmware is a combination of software and hardware.” See 
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/f/firmware.html.   3
how to interpret existing empirical findings and on guiding future scholars’ efforts in studying 
software patents––in other words, a field guide of sorts. If we are to move solidly beyond the 
anecdotal phase in the software patent debate, we will need to have a clear understanding of what 
software patents in the real world entail. It is probable that certain definitions have implications 
for the questions that can and cannot be addressed by particular datasets––empirical researchers 
need to be wary of any thorns lurking beneath the roses. 
The paper proceeds as follows. Section II describes the software patent definitions 
employed by four empirical papers in the academic literature and reports my success in 
replicating their datasets. Section III then compares the replication datasets, presenting some 
descriptive statistics to clarify the relationship of the four datasets to one another. It also 
discusses some of the strengths and weaknesses associated with the definitions. Section IV 
concludes.  
 
2. Understanding Prior Software Patent Definitions 
 
The empirical academic literature on software patents is not large. While the four papers 
considered here are not exhaustive of that literature, they are representative.
7 Each takes a 
different approach to defining software patents. I start with two related papers by Stuart Graham 
and David Mowery, “Intellectual Property Protection in the U.S. Software Industry” (2003) and 
“Software Patents: Good News or Bad News” (2005).
8 Graham and Mowery take the most 
obvious approach and define software patents through USPTO classifications. Next on the list is 
the definition employed in James Bessen and Robert Hunt’s well-cited––and controversial––
                                                                                                                                                             
6 Personal correspondence with Patrick Valduriez, Director of Research at INRIA, and with computer scientists at 
LECG.  
7 For other empirical papers examining software patents, see, for example, JOSH LERNER & FENG ZHU, WHAT IS THE 
IMPACT OF SOFTWARE PATENT SHIFTS?: EVIDENCE FROM LOTUS V. BORLAND (NBER, Working Paper No. 11168, 
March 2005); MARTIN CAMPBELL-KELLY & PATRICK VALDURIEZ, A TECHNICAL CRITIQUE OF FIFTY SOFTWARE 
PATENTS (Working Paper, January 2005), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=650921; DAVID S. HUNTER, HAVE 
BUSINESS METHOD PATENTS GOTTEN A BUM RAP? SOME EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE (MIT Sloan, Working Paper No. 
4326-03, July 2003), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=424081. 
8 Stuart J.H. Graham & David C. Mowery, Intellectual Property Protection in the U.S. Software Industry,  in 
PATENTS IN THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED ECONOMY (Wesley M. Cohen & Stephen A. Merrill, eds., 2003); Stuart J.H. 
Graham & David C. Mowery, Software Patents: Good News or Bad News, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN 
FRONTIER INDUSTRIES: SOFTWARE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY (Robert W. Hahn ed., AEI-Brookings Press 2005).   4
working paper, “An Empirical Look at Software Patents.”
9 Bessen and Hunt find the patent 
office classifications deficient and turn instead to patent text searches to identify software 
patents. The last paper examined is John Allison and Emerson Tiller’s “Internet Business 
Method Patents”.
10 These authors combine techniques and use patent classes, key word searches, 
as well as in-depth patent review. 
 
Defining Software Patents Through Patent Assignees and Classes 
Graham and Mowery succinctly state the concern over isolating software patents: “As 
with most other elements of the software industry, definitional issues loom large—What is a 
software patent?”
11 The authors solve the problem in their 2003 paper by assuming that certain 
main groups in the International Patent Classification (IPC) scheme
12 identify the bulk of 
“software-related” patents. While they recognize that IPCs do “not map precisely to the universe 
of software patenting,” Graham and Mowery contend that their patent classes provide workable, 
longitudinal coverage of the software industry. In particular, they focus on 11 IPCs: 
 
G06F Electric Digital Data Processing: 
3/   Input arrangements for transferring data to be processed into a form capable of 
being handled by the computer… 
5/    Methods or arrangements for data conversion without changing the order or 
content of the data handled… 
7/    Methods or arrangements for processing data by operating upon the order or 
content of the data handled… 
9/   Arrangements for programme control…  
11/   Error detection; Error correction; Monitoring… 
                                                 
9 JAMES BESSEN & ROBERT M. HUNT, AN EMPIRICAL LOOK AT SOFTWARE PATENTS, (Working Paper No. 03-17/R, 
March 2004) 
10 John R. Allison & Emerson H. Tiller, Internet Business Method Patents, in PATENTS IN THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED 
ECONOMY (Wesley M. Cohen & Stephen A. Merrill, eds., 2003). 
11 Stuart J.H. Graham & David C. Mowery, Intellectual Property Protection in the U.S. Software Industry, in 
PATENTS IN THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED ECONOMY (Wesley M. Cohen & Stephen A. Merrill, eds., 2003). 
12 The IPC is a hierarchical classification system consisting of sections, classes, subclasses, and groups (main groups 
and subgroups). Technological fields or sections are indicated by a capital letter. Sections are then divided into 
classes, designated by a two-digit number. Classes are further divided into subclasses, identified by another capital 
letter. For example, “G 06 F” represents Section G, class 06, subclass F. Subclasses are in turn broken down into   5
12/   Accessing, addressing or allocating within memory systems or architectures… 
13/   Interconnection of, or transfer of information or other signals between, memories, 
input/output devices or central processing units… 
15/   Digital computers in general… 
 
G06K Recognition of Data; Presentation of Data; Record Carriers; Handling Record 
Carriers 
9/   Methods or arrangements for reading or recognising printed or written characters 
or for recognising patterns 
15/   Arrangements for producing a permanent visual presentation of the output data 
 
H04L Electric Communication Technique 
9/   Arrangements for secret or secure communication 
 
Graham and Mowery settle on these particular classes after reviewing patents granted 
between 1984 and 1995 and assigned to the six largest U.S. producers of personal computer 
software (based on calendar 1995 revenues). The IPCs listed above account for over half (57%) 
of the 600 some patents assigned to the 100 largest packaged software firms by 1995.
13  
In addition to the classification restrictions, the authors limit patent assignees to better 
screen for genuine software patents. In particular, Graham and Mowery take all patents granted 
between 1984 and 1997 that fall in one of the above 11 IPCs that were assigned to one of the top 
100 software firms in the United States (based on a trade news publication, Softletter).
14 These 
companies all focus on packaged software and include large firms, such as Microsoft, Novell, 
and Adobe, as well as smaller privately held companies, such as Cambridgesoft and Stormfront. 
Companies such as IBM and Hewlett-Packard, both of which have obtained a number of patents 
on software innovations, are not included since their primary focus is on hardware and services. 
Graham and Mowery’s final dataset contains 358 patents.  
                                                                                                                                                             
subdivisions called “groups”. Main group symbols consist of the subclass symbol followed by a one- to three-digit 
number and an oblique stroke, for example, G 06 F 3/. 
13 The authors rely on a trade newsletter, SOFTLETTER, to identify these 100 firms and their revenues. See Stuart J.H. 
Graham & David C. Mowery, Software Patents: Good News or Bad News, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN 
FRONTIER INDUSTRIES: SOFTWARE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY (Robert W. Hahn ed., AEI-Brookings Press 2005). 
14 The 1997 Softletter 100, SOFTLETTER, April 18, 1997.   6
I was able to closely replicate the patent count of this dataset, obtaining 355 patents 
following the method outlined in Graham and Mowery’s paper. The shortfall of 3 patents is 
likely due to spelling errors in assignee names in the USPTO dataset. 
In a second, similar paper Graham and Mowery again rely on patent classifications and 
assignees.
15 For this later analysis, however, they use U.S. patent classes. The twelve 
classifications included in their second dataset are: 
 
Class 345: Computer Graphics Processing, Operator Interface Processing, And Selective 
Visual Display Systems 
Class 358: Facsimile And Static Presentation Processing  
Class 382: Image Analysis  
Class 704: Data Processing: Speech Signal Processing, Linguistics, Language 
Translation, And Audio Compression/Decompression  
Class 707: Data Processing: Database And File Management Or Data Structures  
Class 709: Electrical Computers And Digital Processing Systems: Multiple Computer Or 
Process  
Class 710: Electrical Computers And Digital Data Processing Systems: Input/Output  
Class 711: Electrical Computers And Digital Processing Systems: Memory 
Class 713: Electrical Computers And Digital Processing Systems: Support  
Class 714: Error Detection/Correction And Fault Detection/Recovery  
Class 715:  Data Processing: Presentation Processing Of Document  
Class 717: Data Processing: Software Development, Installation, And Management  
 
Similar to the coverage with IPCs, the authors find that the above U.S. patent classes 
accounted for 65.7% of the more than 3,800 patents granted by the year 2000 to the 100 largest 
packaged-software firms.
16 These 12 USPTO classes accounted for 67.9% of the patenting of the 
“top 6” firms; these same 6 firms accounted for 88.4% of the patenting assigned to the “top 100” 
firms listed by Softletter.  
                                                 
15 Graham & Mowery, supra note 13, at 57-58. In this later paper the authors also update their earlier data, which 
results in a dataset of 3,775 patents granted between 1995 and 2003 and classified under the IPCs listed above. 
16 As identified by SOFTLETTER, a trade newsletter, in its 2001 tabulation.      7
Graham and Mowery again restrict the patents in their dataset to those assigned to the top 
100 U.S.-based software firms (Softletter  100, 2003), granted between 1987 and 2003, and 
classified in one of the 12 U.S. classes listed above. Their final dataset includes 2,559 patents.  
This dataset proved more difficult to replicate. Following the method outlined above, I 
obtain 3,165 patents––606 patents in excess of Graham and Mowery for the same time period. 
There are two possibilities for the discrepancy. First, I used the NBER 2002 dataset with 
standardized assignee names rather than the USPTO dataset.
17 If Graham and Mowery obtained 
patents directly from the USPTO, they could have missed some patents due to spelling errors in 
the assignee names. Second, U.S. patent classifications are continually updated, with patents 
regularly reclassified into new or different classes. This is especially true for evolving 
technologies such as software. Graham and Mowery use the U.S. classification system as of 
December 2003, whereas I use the June 2004 update. There is no way of knowing which patents 
were reclassified, so an exact replication of the Graham and Mowery dataset is difficult. 
Nonetheless, the replication should capture the effects of Graham and Mowery’s software patent 
definition process, even though it does not exactly replicate their dataset. 
 
Defining Software Patents Through Text Search 
In contrast to Graham and Mowery, Bessen and Hunt argue that patent classifications are 
insufficient for identifying software patents. “Although the patent office maintains a system for 
classifying patents,” the authors note, “this system does not distinguish whether the underlying 
technology is software or something else. Researchers must construct their own definitions.”
18  
The authors begin the task of constructing their own definition by outlining a conceptual 
description of software patents:  
Our concept of software patent involves a logic algorithm for processing data that 
is implemented via stored instructions; that is, the logic is not “hard-wired.” These 
instructions could reside on a disk or other storage medium or they could be 
stored in “firmware,” that is, a read-only memory, as is typical of embedded 
software. But we want to exclude inventions that involve only off-the-shelf 
                                                 
17 NBER 2002 data, available at http://emlab.berkeley.edu/users/bhhall/bhdata.html. 
18 Bessen & Hunt, supra note 9, at 7.   8
software—that is, the software must be at least novel in the sense of needing to be 
custom-coded, if not actually meeting the patent office standard for novelty.
19  
To implement this concept of software patents, Bessen and Hunt began by reading a 
sample of patents, which they classified as software or not according to the above rules. They 
then assessed the common features of the patents put into their “software” bin. The common 
features form the basis for a keyword search of patents in the USPTO database. In particular, 
they searched the text of a patent for the following: 
1.  The words “software” or “computer” and “program” must appear in the patent 
description/specification. 
2.  The words “antigen”, “antigenic”, and “chromatography” must not appear in the 
patent description/specification. 
3.  The words “chip”, “semiconductor”, “bus”, “circuit”, or “circuitry” must not appear 
in the title. 
Using this word search method, Bessen and Hunt identified 130,650 software patents 
granted by the USPTO between 1976 and 1999. The authors conducted a number of tests on the 
resulting dataset, including a comparison to Graham and Mowery’s IPC-based sample. They 
conclude that their data, while not perfect, is nonetheless superior to that obtained by other 
methods.
20 
Bessen and Hunt defend this “rather laborious method”
21 with three arguments. First, 
they dismiss patent classifications as a means of identification because classifications change 
over time as the USPTO introduces new categories for emerging technologies. Second, Bessen 
and Hunt observe that lawyers often draft patents to avoid certain classes in order to influence an 
examiner’s prior art search. Third, they cite economists’ long-held view that patent classes 
correspond poorly to economic notions of industry or technology.
22 This is especially true of the 
                                                 
19 Bessen & Hunt, supra note 9, at 8. 
20 They appear to apply their conceptual definition as a means of identifying true software patents. Thus, they note 
that Graham and Mowery’s method had a false positive rate of 30% and a false negative rate of 74%. Bessen & 
Hunt, supra note 9, at 11.  
21 Bessen & Hunt, p. 10. 
22 For arguments that the patent classification schemes were designed to aid patent examiners with prior art searches 
and not to assist social scientists in patent research, see, for example, JACOB  SCHMOOKLER,  INVENTION AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH (Harvard University Press 1966); Frederic M. Scherer, The Office of Technology Assessment 
and Forecast Industry Concordance as a Means of Identifying Industry Technology Origins, WORLD  PATENT 
INFORMATION, 1982, at 12-17; Frederic M. Scherer, Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Interindustry 
Technology Flows, in R&D PATENTS AND PRODUCTIVITY (Griliches ed., University of Chicago Press 1984); Luc    9
U.S. classes.
23 Moreover, as the list of U.S. classes given above for the Graham and Mowery 
dataset illustrates, software innovations are intermingled with firmware and hardware 
innovations. Bessen and Hunt admit that classes are fine for certain well-defined tasks,
24 but 
maintain that a purely class-based definition “is likely to introduce significantly more 
inaccuracies than the [word search] approach” they take.
25  
Following the authors’ keyword search algorithm, I was able to obtain a dataset with 
127,592 patents—about 3,000 patents (two percent) less than the number reported by Bessen and 
Hunt. As with the Graham and Mowery replication, I cannot be sure of an exact replication in 
patents pulled, but Bessen and Hunt’s software patent definition as described in their paper is 
exactly replicated. 
 
Defining Software Patents with Patent Classes and Word Searches 
John Allison and Emerson Tiller focus on a subset of software patents––those related to 
internet technologies awarded between 1990 and 1999. Some of the harshest criticisms have 
been leveled at software patents for internet inventions.  
To identify these patents, the authors blend the two approaches defined above. They 
begin their search by restricting patents to three USPTO classifications: 705, 707, and 709.
26 The 
                                                                                                                                                             
Soete, Comments on the OTAF Concordance between the US SIC and the US Patent Classification (1983) 
(unpublished manuscript); Zvi Griliches, Patent Statistics as Economic Indicators: A Survey, 28 J.  ECON. 
LITERATURE 1661, 1661-1707 (1990). 
23 The USPTO classification scheme and the IPC scheme are both geared toward making patent examiners’ (and 
other’s) searches for prior art easier. The newer IPC, established in 1971 by the Strasbourg Agreement, is organized 
in a very different way though. The IPC is largely defined by applied functionality while U.S. classes are based on 
input technology. Part of the difficulty with the U.S. system is that while new classes are added regularly, the overall 
structure of the classes has not been revised since the 19
th century. This makes accommodating new technologies 
(like software) quite difficult. Moreover, the U.S. system is not nested; subclasses are at the discretion of individual 
examiners, without much oversight. For these reasons, most scholars view the IPC as better reflecting the economic 
importance of new inventions. See Josh Lerner, The Importance of Patent Scope: an Empirical Analysis, 25(2) 
RAND J. ECON. 321, 321 (1994). Despite the difficulties though, a number of papers in the economics literature do 
rely on U.S. classes for defining technologies. 
24 “…patent classes can be used effectively when they are confined to select sets of well-defined subclasses (e.g., 
Schmookler 1966, Lerner 2004), or when classifications are statistically distributed over industries (e.g., Silverman 
1999), or when taken as loosely representative (e.g., Graham and Mowery 2003), …” Bessen & Hunt, supra note 9, 
at 10. 
25 Bessen & Hunt, supra note 9, at 10. 
26 705 is labeled as Data Processing: Financial, Business Practice, Management, Or Cost/Price Determination; 707 
covers Data Processing: Database And File Management Or Data Structures; and 709 lists Electrical Computers And 
Digital Processing Systems: Multiple Computer Or Process.   10
authors tested other USPTO classifications (such as 345, 365, 370, and 375),
27 but determined 
that the bulk of internet patents were in the more recently created 700 series. To refine the 
resulting group of patents, they impose a key word search. The text of the patent
28 must contain 
the words “Internet or World Wide Web”. These three criteria (year, class, and keyword 
combination) yielded over 2,800 patents, most of which were issued during 1998-1999.
29 The 
final step in their sample definition process involved reading each patents’ 
description/specification field. If the description “clearly demonstrated that the invention was 
targeted at the Internet” the patent was included; otherwise, it was discarded.
30 Around half of 
the sample was eliminated in the last step, yielding a dataset with 1,423 patents. 
Given its subjective nature, the final step in Allison and Tiller’s software patent algorithm 
is difficult to replicate. I rely strictly on the objective delimiters year, class, and keywords. My 
final dataset contains 2,705 patents, quite close to Allison and Tiller’s patent count prior to the 
subjective review. Thus the sample employed here does not replicate completely Allison and 
Tiller’s, but does illustrate the classification/key-word approach to defining software patents.
31  
 
Comments on the Definitions Employed 
As a measure of success in replicating the four datasets, Table 1 summarizes the 
replication sample counts reported above. While I cannot be sure that any of the four replications 
contain the exact same patents as the original studies since I do not have access to those datasets, 
I did replicate exactly the original studies’ methods as described in the papers. Based on patent 
count comparisons, the replications appear reasonably close. 
Each of the four methods discussed above for identifying software patents is clearly 
distinct––a point reinforced by the different sample sizes reported above. And the different 
authors raise several valid points in defending their definitional choices. I turn next to a 
discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of each method.  
                                                 
27 These classes cover, respectively: Computer graphics processing, operator interface processing, and selective 
visual display systems; Static information storage and retrieval; Multiplex communications; and Pulse or digital 
communications.  See USPTO,  US  CLASSES BY NUMBER WITH TITLE,  at 
http://www.uspto.gov/go/classification/selectnumwithtitle.htm. 
28 Allison and Tiller use the Lexis-Nexis database of full-text patents. As a result, their word search is not restricted 
to any one portion of a patent, such as the title or specification, but can appear anywhere in the patent filing. 
29 That is, in the period after the State Street Bank & Trust Co. v. Signature Financial Group, Inc. decision, which 
struck down the business method exception. 
30 Allison & Tiller supra note 10, at n. 10. 
31 The replicated dataset appears to include software patents in general along with internet patents.    11
As Bessen and Hunt point out, the USPTO creates new patent classes as new 
technologies reach a minimal threshold. However, that office retroactively reclassifies patents so 
that even in a longitudinal patent study classification changes are not an issue as long as the 
dataset is collected at one point in time. Later replication can be an issue, though, as I discovered 
in attempting to replicate Graham and Mowery’s 2003 dataset. 
 There is the additional choice of which classification system to use. As a comparison of 
the replications of the two Graham and Mowery datasets illustrates below, relying on U.S. 
classes as opposed to IPCs yields different patents. The IPCs tend to be more functionally 
oriented than the U.S. classes, but using both systems in tandem might allow for cleaner data 
collection. Also note that each patent is assigned to multiple classes (under both the U.S. and 
international systems). Placing restriction on secondary classes in addition to the primary class 
might also help to tighten the data collected around the desired definition. 
Relying on patent classifications as a measure of actual software patents can also be 
tricky in that lawyers probably do game the system. To assess the novelty of an innovation in a 
new patent application, patent examiners search previously granted patents in the same and 
related classifications as the application. By filing in certain classes, then, lawyers can affect an 
examiner’s search for this prior art, which in turn can affect the examiner’s determination of 
novelty and could also affect the scope of patent claims the examiner allows for the new 
application. Based on USPTO data on the number of fields searched for prior art, patent 
examiners appear to cast a wide net when first reviewing patent applications. However, given the 
brief time examiners spend in review on any one patent, that net evidently has wide holes.
32  
It appears that patent lawyers are able to influence an application’s review in significant 
ways. For instance, Lerner (1995) finds that small biotech companies tend to avoid filing patents 
in fields with a history of heavy patent litigation.
33 Whether that means these firms alter their 
R&D agendas completely or simply try to craft their patent applications carefully is not entirely 
                                                 
32 See John L. King, Patent Examination Procedures as Inputs to Patent Quality, in PATENTS IN THE KNOWLEDGE-
BASED ECONOMY 54-73 (Wesley M. Cohen &  Stephen A. Merrill eds., 2003). King uses data based on USPTO 
Time and Activity Reports to calculate the average number of hours spent in examining a patent, normalizing the 
hours by examiner training and experience. He finds that the normalized (GS-12-equivalent) examination hours 
range from 15.62 hours for “General construction, petroleum and mining engineering,” to 27.52 hours for 
“Information processing, storage, and retrieval.” Moreover, he notes that the number of patent applications 
accelerated faster than normalized examination hours between 1980 and 1998 (p.63). 
33 Josh Lerner, Patenting in the Shadow of Competitors, 38(2) J.L. & ECON. 563, 563-95 (1995).   12
clear. And Cockburn (2005) argues that as a hybrid technology, bioinformatics
34 innovations can 
be filed as either software or molecular biology patents, again depending on how the patent 
lawyer decides to draft the patent application.
35  
For the same strategic reasons at play in classification choice, it is also clear that the 
wording in a patent’s title and abstract are not always truly descriptive of a patent’s technological 
contribution.
36 Some intellectual property scholars argue that only a patent’s claims accurately 
reflect a patent’s subject matter, since claims define the actual innovation being patented.
37 Word 
searches could be conducted solely with patent claims, but understanding claims can require 
legal expertise, technical software training, or both. Strategic behavior in patent abstract, title, 
and description wording would therefore seem to raise equally problematic concerns when it 
comes to identifying software patents through full-text or abstract/title keyword searches as 
compared to using classifications.  
In contrast, consider the patent-by-patent review conducted by Allison and Tiller. While 
in some sense the “I know one when I see one” method can result in a cleaner sample of patents, 
this approach to identifying software patents has some serious drawbacks. First, this method is 
far more labor intensive, making large datasets difficult and costly to construct. Second, other 
researchers cannot replicate the sample with certainty, if at all. Different eyes invariably see 
different things, especially for highly technical software patents. Depending on the kind of 
software patent one was looking for (internet, packaged software, and so forth), specialized 
knowledge is likely required. The typical economist, for instance, is unlikely to be able to 
distinguish between hardware that merely contains a software element and hardware that is 
peripheral to the software it contains.  
In order to alleviate the hardware/software issue, Graham and Mowery limit patent 
assignees to packaged software firms. Many multi-line companies such as IBM have patents on 
                                                 
34  Bioinformatics was traditionally defined as the analysis of genome sequence data. More recently, this term has 
been extended to the building of databases of biological information and using algorithms to analyze them. See Iain 
M. Cockburn, State Street Meets the Human Genome Project: Intellectual Property and Bioinformatics,  in 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN FRONTIER INDUSTRIES 229 (Robert W. Hahn ed., AEI-Brookings Press 2005). 
35 Cockburn, supra note 34.  
36 Inaccurate wording may also result from a simple lack of effort in patent drafting. For instance, some companies 
clearly recycle patent titles with minimal changes, even though the underlying innovations are distinct. For example, 
Intertrust Technologies, a company involved in Digital Rights Management (DRM), holds 27 patents, 10 of which 
share the exact same title: “Systems and methods for secure transaction management and electronic rights 
protection.”   13
software, hardware, and firmware. These companies’ R&D expenditures cover a host of fields as 
well, so software patent to R&D comparisons can be difficult to evaluate.
38 But limiting the 
analysis to those firms focused on packaged software publishing can be problematic depending 
on the goals of the analysis. In practice, a great many companies outside of traditional software 
publishing obtain software patents. By eliminating companies like IBM, which holds a large 
number of software patents but also holds large numbers of many other kinds of patents, a biased 
picture of software patenting can emerge.
39 The choice to restrict assignees, then, comes down 
the research objectives. Examining packaged software firm’s patents can be informative of 
software publisher behavior, but cannot give a complete picture of software patents.   
All of these points would be irrelevant if in practice the different methods for collecting 
software patents led to substantially similar datasets and findings. The next section therefore 
examines the replicated datasets to determine whether they are in fact covering the same patents 
or at least largely similar patents. It then considers some of the findings central to each of the 
four papers considered. 
 
3. Comparing Software Patent Definitions  
 
Do The Studies Examine the Same Patents? 
The most fundamental question, and one of the first raised in the introduction, focuses on 
the comparability of the datasets––do they examine the same patents? Figure 1 provides the 
answer in graphical form, based on the replications of the four datasets for years in common 
among all four, 1989-1997. While limiting the comparison to the years in common means the 
full datasets cannot be examined, the restriction is an important one. Simple patent counts are 
obviously influenced by the number of years included, and therefore would obscure the impact 
of definitional differences. More important, though, software patenting has changed dramatically 
over time with court rulings and patent office changes. Software patents filed in 1980 are 
fundamentally different from, and far fewer in number than those filed in 2000. When the data 
                                                                                                                                                             
37 MARK A. LEMLEY, THE CHANGING MEANING OF PATENT CLAIM TERMS 1 (Stanford Public Law, Working Paper 
No. 107, Mar. 2, 2005), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=677645. 
38 R&D expenditures are only available for certain large public firms, so any study of patent to R&D ratios 
necessarily limits the data.   14
are restricted to 1989-1997, the replication sample sizes become: 351 for G&M1; 466 for 
G&M2; 66,555 for B&H; and 347 for A&T.  
The most obvious point made clear by Figure 1 is that the replicated Bessen and Hunt 
sample swamps all three other samples in terms of size. Given Graham and Mowery’s limitations 
on assignee (the top 100 software firms) and Allison and Tiller’s restriction to internet patents, 
the large discrepancies in size are not surprising. What is surprising, however, is that around 10 
percent of each of the smaller datasets lie outside of Bessen and Hunt’s data; they are not simply 
subsets.
40 In examining these patents it appears that some of the discrepancy reflects patents on 
computer hardware innovations––such as circuit boards and power control in serial buses
41––that 
Bessen and Hunt explicitly exclude. Straight patent class schemes, then, appear likely to mingle 
some “pure” hardware in with software.  
To further explore this difference, I applied Graham and Mowery’s packaged software 
company list to the Bessen and Hunt replication. When B&H is limited to patents issued to the 
top 100 software publishers, the data count drops to 947––311 of which are among G&M1’s 
total count of 351. Thus, even with the assignee restriction, and holding the data to years in 
common, the Bessen and Hunt replication is still over 2.5 times as large as G&M1. Moreover, 
there still remain 40 patents in G&M1 (11% of the G&M1 dataset) that are not found in B&H. 
Clearly more than just assignee limitations underlie the differences between these definitional 
approaches. Restricting the Bessen and Hunt replication to the list of assignees in G&M2 yielded 
similar overlap results, although the dataset sizes were far closer (495 for G&M1 and 466 for 
G&M2). 
Interestingly, the two Graham and Mowery replication datasets are not perfectly aligned 
either. Only 73% of the smaller 2003 sample (G&M1) is also found in the later 2005 sample 
(G&M2). Recall that while the general data collection methods were identical between these two 
studies, the 2003 study employed international patent classifications while the later study used 
U.S. classes. It appears that the choice of patent classification schemes matters. Figure 2 
illustrates this point further by mapping one international classification, G06F, into U.S. 
                                                                                                                                                             
39 For the past 12 years IBM has been granted more U.S. patents than any other company. See IBM  CORP., 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND LICENSING, at http://www.ibm.com/ibm/licensing/patents/portfolio.shtml. IBM held 
14,689 patents classified in IPC G06F (a “software” class) as of June 2005. 
40 See Table A-2 in the Appendix for the exact overlap statistics. 
41 U.S. Patent No.s 5675813 and 5692189 in Graham and Mowery’s datasets.   15
classes.
42 There is no clear one-to-one correspondence between an IPC class and a U.S. class. In 
fact, the patents in the replicated G&M2 dataset classified under G06F are spread across 12 U.S. 
classes, three of which cover a significant portion of the data (345, 707, 709). This mapping 
suggests that defining software patents on the basis of IPCs as opposed to U.S. classes is likely to 
result in significantly different patent samples, and could therefore affect analysis results.  
The IPC G06F, Electronic Digital Processing, is the international class that accounts for 
the largest portion of patents in each of the four replication datasets. Figure 3 presents the 
distribution of patents among the five most prevalent IPCs in each dataset. As the figure 
illustrates, the highest concentration of patents in each of the four samples fall under G06F. This 
is less true for Bessen and Hunt’s data, 27.5% of which are in G06F. Instead of the class 
concentration evident in Graham and Mowery’s and Allison and Tiller’s replication datasets, the 
patents in the Bessen and Hunt replication are spread more broadly––in fact, the data cover over 
880 distinct international classifications.
43 This wide range of classes indicates a wide range of 
underlying technologies. In other words, the Bessen and Hunt definition includes more diversity 
in the patents included.
44  
As a final observation on overlaps between the replicated datasets, note that internet 
patents are found to be a separate set from traditional software company patents. The Allison and 
Tiller replication overlaps only minimally with either of Graham and Mowery’s datasets: 2.3% 
of G&M1 data are also in A&T, while 12.7% of G&M2 data are. Scholars commenting on 
“software” patents should bear in mind that these patents cover a diverse set of technologies 
which may or may not share similar trends, levels of quality, or other features. 
 
Do The Studies Truly Examine Software Patents?   
As Figure 1 above makes clear, the different methods employed to identify software 
patents in the empirical literature lead to genuinely different sets of patents. The next obvious 
question is, do all of these patents actually cover software? As mentioned in the introduction, a 
                                                 
42 Each patent is classified according to both U.S. and IPC schemes. The figure therefore reports all of the U.S. 
classes assigned to all patents also classified as G06F under the IPC scheme.  
43 Obviously, since class restrictions are not part of the data collection process for Bessen and Hunt’s data, it will 
represent more classifications than the other three datasets examined here. Nonetheless, the extent of concentration 
in one class (G06F) is striking for the other datasets and absent in Bessen and Hunt. 
44 This latter finding largely disappears when the Bessen and Hunt replication is limited to assignees among the top 
100 packaged software list from Graham and Mowery’s 2005 paper. With this additional restriction, 71% of Bessen 
and Hunt patents fall under G06F.   16
non-controversial definition of “software,” let alone “software patent,” probably does not exist. 
So instead of asking whether all of the patents included in these four datasets are for software 
innovations, I ask whether any of the patents are clearly for non-software innovations. In other 
words, I consider the rate of false positives that each definition might entail. In particular, I 
pulled random samples of each replicated dataset.
45 Each random sample of patents was then 
reviewed by software experts with the goal of identifying patents that a person with a technical 
understanding of software would view as clearly not covering a software innovation.
46 The 
reviewers read each patent in its entirety, taking a liberal approach in deciding whether software 
was in fact an element of the innovation. They did not attempt to determine whether the software 
described in the patent was “novel” or “nontrivial” as the USPTO would use these terms. 
Instead, reviewers simply asked whether the software was part of the innovation, or whether it 
was merely an off-the-shelf means for implementing the real innovation, or even just mentioned 
in passing and not even part of the implementation. When in doubt, a patent was considered to 
cover a software innovation. Firmware and hardware with innovative software elements were 
both included in the software patent category. Only those patents that plainly did not include 
software as a part of the innovation were counted as non-software. Table 2 presents the results of 
this analysis. 
As the bottom row of Table 2 shows, most of the replication datasets fared well under 
this scrutiny. Both Graham and Mowery datasets and the Allison and Tiller dataset appear to be 
largely comprised of patents that could, by a reasonable technical review, be considered as 
software innovations. The largest dataset, however, did not fare as well. Roughly half of the 
patents reviewed in the random sample of the Bessen and Hunt replication were determined to 
cover distinctly non-software innovations.
47 This assessment does not appear to turn on highly 
technical distinctions of software––the obviously non-software innovations ranged from 
“Hammer device,” to “Thermoplastic polypropylene blends with mixtures of ethylene/butene 
and ethylene/octene copolymer elastomers,” to “Storage case for compact discs,” to name a 
                                                 
45 The samples were chosen using random number generators. 
46 Software experts at LECG with degrees in computer science conducted the patent reviews. Each patent was read 
in its entirety to determine the innovation(s) being patented and to assess whether software played a role in those 
innovations. Patents in the B&H random sample were independently reviewed by two separate experts; both 
reviewers came to qualitatively the same conclusion. 
47 Two, independent technical reviews were conducted on the B&H sample to verify the findings.   17
few.
48 Many of these mentioned software only in passing.
49 The biggest contributor to non-
software patents appears to be patents related to sensors/monitors, machinery, and transportation. 
Nearly ten percent of the Bessen and Hunt replicated dataset falls under Section B of the IPC 
(Performing Operations; Transportation). These patents typically did not qualify as software 
because the software control portion of the sensor/machine generally used standard algorithms 
and methods (“off-the-shelf” software in Bessen and Hunt’s parlance), with the novel part of the 
invention entirely captured in the mechanical portion. Even highly detailed word searches would 
have difficulty making distinctions of this sort. 
 
Does the Software Patent Definition Chosen Affect Results? 
Given that software patent identification methods differ across studies, and that the 
differences translate into different sets of patents analyzed, covering more or less cleanly a 
generous technical definition of software, what is the real impact on results? As the final, and 
arguably most important, question in this evaluation of software patent identification methods, I 
consider whether any of the issues discussed above could have a significant affect on the 
conclusions drawn by the authors. 
In both of their papers, Graham and Mowery focus on patenting trends. Figure 4 therefore 
considers the growth in software patenting as measured by the four replicated datasets. Since the 
Bessen and Hunt dataset is so much larger than the others, the figure employs two scales: the one 
on the right measures B&H annual software patent counts divided by total U.S. patent counts, 
while the scale on the left measures similar ratios for the two G&M datasets and the A&T 
dataset. As expected, the absolute number of software patents implied by the Bessen and Hunt 
definition is considerably higher than the others. More interesting, the rise in software patenting 
relative to all U.S. patenting is fairly gradual according to the Bessen and Hunt definition, 
whereas Graham and Mowery’s definitions both imply a sharp increase in the late 1990s.
50 
Internet patents do not begin to increase relative to all patents until 1999. 
Patent quality issues are the primary topic of Allison and Tiller’s analysis. For example, 
they consider whether internet patents have fewer prior art references (patent references and 
                                                 
48 US Patent No. 5,305,841, US Patent No. 5,985,971, and US Patent No. 5,954,197 respectively. 
49 For example, US Patent No. 5,985,971 merely mentions software by noting that the computer simulation used for 
testing the elastomers was performed “using the commercial software package C-Mold from AC Technologies.”    18
other cites, such as to text books) than patents as a whole, and whether internet patents are 
granted more quickly. Fewer patent references and shorter review periods would both suggest 
lower quality for internet patents as compared to other patents, although Allison and Tiller do not 
find this. Here, I consider these two quality measures plus two others: citations by later patents 
(called forward citations and considered a measure of a patent’s importance)
51 and the number of 
claims (which is a measure of patent scope).
52 All four quality measures are calculated based on 
the time period the four datasets have in common so as to abstract from any change in patent 
quality due solely to time passing (such as the hiring of patent examiners with technical expertise 
in software, or the natural increase in software patents available for citation as prior art).
53 
Table 3 presents prior art references to earlier patents. The counts are fairly similar across 
datasets, but are statistically different.
54 The replication of Allison and Tiller contains patents 
with the highest prior art references. The two G&M datasets contain patents with relatively lower 
prior art statistics.  
Table 4 presents grant lag statistics. Here I measure the elapse of time in years from 
patent application to grant. For instance, if a company files for a patent with the USPTO in 1998 
and that patent is granted in 2000, the grant lag would be 2. The statistics are quite similar across 
datasets; only  
Figure 5 presents forward citation counts.
55 As mentioned earlier, this measure is often 
considered an indication of the importance of a patent. Patents cited more heavily by later 
innovations can be viewed as more influential. The software patent replication datasets show 
more variability by this quality measure. Internet patents in the A&T replication emerge as 
                                                                                                                                                             
50 The difference in trends implied by Bessen and Hunt and the two Graham and Mowery definitions disappears 
when the B&H data is restricted to the top 100 packaged software assignees. 
51 See, e.g., Manuel Trajtenberg, A Penny for Your Quotes: Patent Citations and the Value of Innovations, 21(1) 
RAND J. OF ECON. 172, 172-187 (1990); Adam Jaffe & Josh Lerner, Reinventing Public R&D: Patent Policy and the 
Commercialization of National Laboratory Technologies, 32(1) RAND J. OF ECON. 167, 167-198 (2001). 
52 Dan L. Burk & Mark A. Lemley, Designing Optimal Software Patents, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN 
FRONTIER INDUSTRIES, (Robert W. Hahn ed., AEI-Brookings Press 2005). 
53 In particular, the quality analysis examines 351 patents from G&M1, 466 patents from G&M2, 66,555 patents 
from B&H, and 347 patents from A&T. 
54 A one-sided Wilcoxon test shows that the median prior-art citations in A&T are statistically higher than in B&H 
(Chi-square=12.15, p-value<0.0001). A two-sided test shows that the median prior-art citations in the two G&M 
datasets are not statistically different (Chi-square=1.68, p-value=0.19). 
55 Forward citations are measured as the number of times a patent is cited by patents issued at a later date. For 
example, if a patent is granted in January 1999 and is cited by a patent granted in March 1999, another granted in 
June 2001, and again by a patent granted in April 2005, the total forward citation measure would be 3. We took the 
median forward citations received by the patents in each dataset in a given grant year.    19
considerably more important than software patents in the other three datasets.
56 Patents in the 
Bessen and Hunt replication score the lowest by this measure.  
Table 5 presents the final quality measure considered here, number of claims per patent. 
The claims listed in a patent capture the meat of the innovations protected. It is here that a patent 
drafter defines how an innovation differs from inventions that have come before it, and what 
exactly the innovative contribution really is. Thus the claims define the scope or breadth of a 
patent’s coverage. There is some variation across datasets by these statistics, but not to the extent 
seen in Figure 5 with importance measures.
57 In the end, then, the definition chosen has a 
significant affect on forward citation measures, and would therefore affect conclusions about 
software patent influence, but none of the other patent quality measures appear much affected. 
As a final comparison across datasets, I consider the focus of Bessen and Hunt’s analysis. 
They find an apparent increase in the propensity to patent software innovations––a propensity 
they argue is not explained by changes in R&D expenditures. The authors state “We find 
evidence that software patents substitute for R&D at the firm level; they are associated with 
lower R&D intensity.”
58 To see whether software patent definitional issues might affect the 
authors’ conclusions regarding software patenting relative to R&D expenditures, I consider the 
ratio of patent counts to R&D expenditures for all companies reporting R&D in each of the four 
datasets.
59  
Figure 6 graphs the results of the software patent propensity measure. Note that R&D 
expenditures are not limited to software; they include all research and development undertaken 
by a firm in a given year. The replication of Bessen and Hunt’s data demonstrates a fairly sharp 
increase in software patents per R&D expenditures beginning in the late 1990s. The replication 
of Allison and Tiller’s data exhibits similar timing, although the ratio is far lower. The 
                                                 
56 A one-sided Wilcoxon test shows that the median forward citations in A&T are statistically higher than in G&M1 
(Chi-square=58.51, p-value<0.0001). Also, the median forward citations in B&H are statistically lower than in 
G&M2 (Chi-square=168.65, p-value<0.0001).  
57  A one-sided Wilcoxon test shows that the median number of claims in A&T are statistically higher than in B&H 
(Chi-square=15.43, p-value<0.0001). However, the median number of claims in the two G&M datasets are not 
statistically different (Chi-square=1.48, p-value=0.22). 
58 Bessen & Hunt, supra note 9, at abstract. 
59 In particular, I take the total number of software patents granted in year t that are awarded to firm i and divide that 
sum by firm i’s company-level R&D expenditures as reported by Compustat. I then take the average of the ratios 
over firms by year to obtain an average software patent to R&D expenditure ratio for each year. Note that many 
firms do not report R&D expenditures, let alone software specific R&D expenditures; the calculations here use firm-
level R&D spending.   20
replications of Graham and Mowery’s datasets, however, show an even sharper uptick starting in 
the mid-1990s.  
Interpreting these patenting to R&D ratios is difficult, though, as the sample sizes are 
relatively small in some cases. Many public companies, and almost no small or privately held 
companies report R&D spending. For instance, in Graham and Mowery (2003) and Graham and 
Mowery (2005) dataset replications, about 30% and 40% of the assignees report R&D, 
respectively. Even in the Bessen and Hunt replication, only 37% of assignees (1,074 companies) 
can be matched to R&D expenditures.
60 Allison and Tiller’s replication, with it’s much lower 
internet patent to R&D ratio, turns out to have the best coverage––nearly 100% of their assignees 
(representing all but 2 patents out of 2,705) report R&D expenditures. 
Focusing on R&D expenditures as they relate to patenting, as Bessen and Hunt do in their 
analysis, raises another set of problems. Small, privately held companies and even many publicly 
held companies do not report R&D spending. Many industry observers argue that the smaller 
software firms are, in fact, the most innovative.
61 Moreover, some of the criticisms aimed at 
software patenting contend that relatively larger companies are more likely to patent for strategic 
reasons, such as patent blocking.
62 Attempts to address these issues would need to include small 




The analyses presented here demonstrate that selecting a working definition for software 
patents is an important step in the empirical research process. Unlike Shakespeare’s 
contemplation of the rose, defining software patents is not a simple exercise in semantics. The 
definition chosen can have a real effect on the patents included in an analysis, and can have 
significant implications for the conclusions reached by that analysis. The patent classifications 
                                                 
60 These include both Microsoft and IBM. This match rate is identical to that reported by Bessen and Hunt, and they 
note that their “sample is broadly representative of the firms that perform most of the R&D and obtain the majority 
of patents, but it is not representative of entrants and very small firms.” Bessen & Hunt, supra p. 13. 
61 See JOSHUA LERNER, THE NEW NEW FINANCIAL THING: THE SOURCES OF INNOVATION BEFORE AND AFTER STATE 
STREET (Harvard NOM, Working Paper No. 04-20, December 2003), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=481803. 
62 In their study of the motives behind patenting by U.S. manufacturing firms, Cohen et al. found that “in addition to 
the prevention of copying, the most prominent motives for patenting include the prevention of rivals from patenting 
related inventions.” See WESLEY M. COHEN ET AL., PROTECTING THEIR INTELLECTUAL ASSETS: APPROPRIABILITY 
CONDITIONS AND WHY  U.S.  MANUFACTURING  FIRMS  PATENT  (OR  NOT) (NBER, Working Paper No. W7552, 
February 2000), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=214952.   21
included, the prevalence of non-software patents (false positives), trends evident in software 
patenting, measures of patent importance, and patent propensities all appear to be affected by the 
definition of software patent chosen. 
For the debate on software patents to progress, continued empirical analysis is needed. 
Scholars attempting a quantitative analysis of software patenting should weigh the various 
definitional methods carefully, and understand their chosen definition’s limitations. Given the 
lack of a single right answer, the definitions selected for future analyses will likely reflect a 
study’s particular objectives. The analysis presented here should help in the selection process. 
This paper has not “resolved” the definition issue. No one definition has emerged as 
“right”, as each method has its strengths and weaknesses. Nonetheless, relying strictly on word 
searches, without a limitation on the patent classes included or the assignees holding patents, 
does appear to be one of the riskier alternatives. That method led to the highest rate of obvious 
non-software patents identified in a careful review of a sub-sample of patents. On the other hand, 
reliance on classifications without any keyword limitations appears to include pure hardware 
patents along with software. The cleanest route to a solid software patent dataset therefore seems 
to lie in the middle of these two approaches: a combination of classifications with a judicious use 
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Table 1 
       Measuring Data Replication 
 
  G&M 2003  G&M 2005  B&H  A&T 
# of patents reported in 
original study 
358 2,559  130,650  2,800* 
# of patents in data 
replication 
355  3,165 127,592 2,705 
Discrepancy (% of 
original) 
-3 (0.8%)  606 (24%)  -3,058 (2%)  -95 (3%) 
*The number reported before the authors read each individual patent to determine inclusion in their final 




An Evaluation of Software Patents 
 
  G&M 2003  G&M 2005  B&H  A&T 
# of patents in data replication  355  3,165  127,592  2,705 
# of patents in random sample (% 









# of patents clearly not software 









*I originally intended to examine 10% of each replicated dataset. Due to resource constraints, however, I limited 




Prior Art Counts 
 
 G&M1  G&M2  B&H  A&T 
Mean 7.5  8.4  10.5  12.2 
Median  6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 
Mode  3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
*See footnote 53 for details on the data underlying the above statistics.  
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Table 4 
Grant Lag in Years 
 
 G&M1  G&M2  B&H  A&T 
Mean  2.4 2.4 2.1 2.3 
Median  2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Mode  2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 




Number of Claims 
 
 G&M1  G&M2  B&H  A&T 
Mean  22.7 23.7 17.3 19.9 
Median  20.0 21.0 14.0 18.0 
Mode  13.0 20.0 10.0 12.0 
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Figure 1 










































                                                 
63 This figure illustrates the overlaps but the software that generated it does not allow for precisely depicting the 
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Appendix 
 
Table  A-1 
Replication Dataset Patent Counts by Year 
Year  G&M 2003  G&M 2005 A&T B&H
1976      767
1977      884
1978      897
1979      788
1980      1075
1981      1256
1982      1388
1983      1436
1984  1     1921
1985  0     2445
1986  0     2594
1987  1 1   3511
1988  2 1   3458
1989  3 3 2 4906
1990  4 3 0 4635
1991  4 3 1 5240
1992  12 11 5 5738
1993  24 24 12 6593
1994  34 31 20 7820
1995  42 56 29 8788
1996  75 119 96 11044
1997  153 216 182 11791
1998   354 806 18784
1999   423 1552 19773
2000   419   
2001   456   
2002   570   
2003   475   
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Table A-2 Overlaps Between Datasets (with percentages in 
parentheses) 
 
 *Based on years all four datasets have in common, 1989-1997. 
 
 
  G&M1 G&M2  A&T  B&H 














In G&M2  272 




In A&T  8 
(2.3)
6 
(1.3) –––  313 
(98.8)
In B&H  314 
(89.5)
414 
(88.8)
313  
(90.2)  –––